Hands on. Drop in, no need to RSVP. **Build your digital scholarship skills.**

**Text Mining with the R tm Package**
January 8

**Annotating the Web with Genius and Hypothes.is**
January 15

**GitHub as an Educational Technology**
January 22

**Data Publication with Figshare**
January 29

**Minecraft as an Educational Technology**
February 5

**Cleaning Up Your Data with OpenRefine**
February 12

**Building Digital Collections with Omeka**
February 19

**Digital Curation with Pinterest and Historypin**
February 26

**Markup Languages for Digital Humanities**
March 18

**Practical Cartography with Mapbox Studio**
March 25

**Exploring Altmetrics with ImpactStory**
April 1

**Managing Your Citations with Zotero**
April 8

**Network Analysis and Visualization with Cytoscape**
April 15

Learn more: [library.vanderbilt.edu/scholarly](library.vanderbilt.edu/scholarly)